AP Summer Assignment
Course: AP Spanish
Assignment title: Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing Assignment
Date due: First day of class
Estimated time for completion: 4-8 hours
Resources needed to complete assignment: internet access, computer with microphone and audio
How the assignment will be assessed: The assignment will be scored and recorded as separate speaking, reading,
writing, and listening grades.
Purpose of assignment: Review of foundational material/concepts/skills.
These assignments were selected to give you opportunity to strengthen your proficiency in the Spanish language,
through speaking, reading, writing, and listening. Although it is expected that students will use dictionaries and
other resources as needed, all work produced must be your own. Your teacher needs to have an accurate
representation of how you write and speak. The use of any electronic or online translators is unacceptable.
Remember that you are doing this to increase skills, not turn in an assignment. Your responses to a reading are not
as important as how well you were able to decipher meaning from unfamiliar material.
To complete the assignments, you will need access to the textbook website, http://vhlcentral.com/ If you already
have an account, log in and click “Enroll in a course”. Choose Bruton High School (click “select a different school” if
needed). Under the book, Descubre, Second Edition, Level 3, find the class title “AP Spanish 2017-18”. Choose your
school name for the section. Click the radio button to select the course and click the button “Select Course” at the
bottom of the screen.
Once in the course, click on “Calendar”. This summer, you will see a different set of assignments for each Friday. It
is highly recommended that you complete them each Friday, in order to practice the language consistently.
However, the deadline for all activities is the first day of class, regardless of the dates they are assigned on.
If you do not have an account with VHLcentral.com, create an account (using an accurate email address in case you
ever lose your log in information). Then follow all of the instructions above for adding a class.
If you have lost or forgotten your account information, use your email address as a User ID. Choose “Forgot my
password” to reset your information.

